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Cherry picker is an aerial lift device used in various industries to access heights easily. It is used in
the place of conventional ladders. It consists of a hydraulic bucket and boom arm which can be
rotated in any direction. Boom arm acts as a work platform, workers and tools can be taken in the
boom arm and any height can be easily reached through this hydraulic lift.

Initially cherry pickers were used in orchards to pluck cherry fruits however later they started using
this equipment for various needs including electrical work, telephone service, to fix banners and for
many other purposes. You can hire cherry picker during Christmas season to put lights in the tree.

It is imperative to follow the safety guidelines to prevent the occurrence of any harmful incidents. If
certain safety precautions are followed accidents can be prevented to a great extent.

Proper training

Cherry picker operators must be provided training by professionals. They must be taught to use the
machine in the right way and this will avoid unnecessary accident.

Inspect the picker on regular basis

The vehicle must be inspected thoroughly twice a year by experts. Drivers must also check the
vehicle regularly. Trained supervisors and mechanics must carry out the test, if any malfunction is
found it has to be rectified immediately.

Read userâ€™s manual and follow the instructions

Users manual will be provided by the manufacturer and it has to be thoroughly read by the driver
before operating it. Bucket should be controlled carefully otherwise it can lead to accident.

Operate it by trained professionals

Do not allow unqualified persons to operate the cherry picker, to ensure maximum safety only
trained professionals must operate it. Bucket is just supported by hydraulic arm, so while working in
great heights it has to be handled carefully otherwise the workers might fall off easily.

Use personal safety equipment

Special safety equipment has t o be used by workers and other operators.  It protects and
safeguards them in times of emergency and safeguards their life. Fall protection device must be
used by workers while they are working.

Power lines

Ensure the power lines are not active before you start to work. A safe clearance check must be
done before operating cherry picker near power lines. Work at least 3 feet from the power lines
otherwise there are chances for accidents to occur.

Workers must not sit or stand on the edge of the access platform to ensure safety. The above safety
tips will be of great use to prevent accidents while using cherry picker.
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